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THE SCHOOL-BASED DO-NOT-RESUSCITATE-ORDER
Jessica Adelman
Katie Jones' was not the typical second grader at Laremont School in
Lake County, Illinois. Instead of carrying her lunchbox and book-bag to
school like most children her age, Katie carried a do-not-resuscitate order
attached to her wheelchair.
Katie's brain was deprived of oxygen before birth, resulting in a con-
dition called cerebral palsy. She cannot walk, cannot talk, and can only be
fed through a tube in her stomach. Over the past two years, her condition
has worsened. After a heart-wrenching discussion with each other and Ka-
tie's physicians, her parents decided to create a DNR order, which specifi-
cally requested that in the event Katie went to cardiopulmonary arrest, she
should not be resuscitated.
A DNR of this type is fairly common; however, they are generally
only seen in hospitals and nursing homes. School-aged children rarely
have to confront life-and-death issues; therefore, school districts are pre-
sented with a unique problem when a terminally ill student and her family
decide to exercise her right to refuse medical treatment. After two years of
discussion, school officials for Lake County finally agreed to honor such
directives despite protest from the public.
Some have asked Katie's parents, if she cannot sit up without the as-
sistance of others, why she is even in a public school to begin with. Ka-
tie's mother, Beth, told the Chicago Tribune last summer that could keenly
see how much her daughter enjoyed her trips to Laremont School in the
Special Education District of Lake County. In fact, Katie visibly beamed
at her mother from her wheelchair when they waited for the school bus.
Despite Katie's obvious enjoyment with her time at school, her parents
filled out a DNR order when Katie was near death every night for three
weeks. "They have some control over this whole uncontrollable disease
that their child has lived through," Kimberly Battle-Miller, a doctor at a
hospice who has worked with the Jones family, told the Chronicle.2 On
May 23, 2009, Katie died at home from complications related to her ill-
1. Jeff Long, Girl in Medical Quandary Dies, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, May 28, 2009, at 14.
2. Jacob Goldstein, Do-Not-Resuscitate Orders Go to School, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, Dec. 10, 2007,
available at http://blogs.wsj.com/health/2007/12/10/do-not-resuscitate-orders-go-to-school/tab/article/ (last
visited Apr. 30, 2010).
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ness. However, she continues to be an example of how states, including
Illinois, must formulate a clear DNR order policy by balancing the inter-
ests of the family, the school personnel, and medical staff before they are
presented with a terminally ill student's request for the implementation of
her DNR order.
INTRODUCTION OF THE PROBLEM
The public school system today has been confronted with a growing
number of issues, ranging from school violence to overcrowding; however,
one non-traditional issue with which it has recently been presented is how
to respond to out-of-hospital cardiopulmonary arrests among students who
are conflicted with terminal chronic conditions. Among school-aged chil-
dren, 10-15% have ongoing health care problems, while 1-2% have severe
chronic illnesses, including end-stage heart, liver, kidney disease, and can-
cer. ' This 1-2% of students presents the public school system with a vari-
ety of unique problems, from lack of funding or sufficient training for
school personnel; however, quite likely the most complicated issue is the
possible existence of a DNR order. DNR orders for students with serious
medical conditions are an increasingly prevalent phenomenon in the public
school setting. The legal considerations that surround a child with a DNR
order will dramatically affect school policies around the country.
BACKGROUND
What is a Do-Not-Resuscitate Order?
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation, or commonly known to as CPR, is a
term that includes several procedures that are used when a patient's heart-
beat or breathing has stopped and needs to be restored.' "Do Not Resusci-
tate" Orders are orders written by physicians which "direct that in the
event of a cardiac respiratory arrest, the patient is not be given CPR.6 The
DNR is generally part of an advance directive by a patient who wishes to
refuse CPR under certain circumstances: for instance, where the patient
has a terminal condition and experiences cardiac arrest.! DNR orders are
3. Jerry Davich, Parents Who Lose a Child Face Overwhelming Loss with Few Resources, CHICAGO
PARENT, Feb 11, 2010.
4. Martha Hone-Warren, Exploration of School Administrator Attitudes Regarding DNR Policies in the
School Setting, 23 J. of Sch. Nursing 98, 98 (2007).
5. 40 Am. Jur. 3d 287 ProofofFacts §10 (2009).
6. 40 Am. Jur. 3d 287 Proof ofFacts §10 (2009).
7. 40 Am. Jur. 3d 287 Proof ofFacts §10 (2009).
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written with the permission of the patient or a minor patient's parent, after
discussing it with appropriate medical specialists and after the hospital eth-
ics committee reviews it.'
DNR orders become involved in the court setting in two instances.
First, health care providers will seek a declaratory judgment to approve a
decision to issue a DNR for a patient who is unable to make the decision
himself.' The second situation occurs after the decision regarding the
DNR has been made, and the court must decide whether liability should
attach to a provider for injuries caused by executing or not executing the
order."o Rarely, a court order is required in some cases and the patient re-
ceives independent legal representation." Resuscitation in these situations
may constitute a positive violation of an individual's right to die with dig-
nity. 2 When parents and children make the decision to abstain from futile
resuscitative attempts, it is not because there is a small chance it may
work, but rather because there is virtually no chance that anything good
would result from such efforts. 3
Although DNR orders are most often written in the hospital setting,
the use of "out-of-hospital" do not resuscitate orders ("OOH DNR") is in-
creasing exponentially among patients with terminal illnesses, especially
children and adolescent patients. " Critics of the OOH DNR order main-
tain that they are confusing because, unlike in-hospital DNR orders, OOH
DNR orders are executed by strangers, sometimes non-medical personnel,
and not by chronic care providers who usually accompany in-hospital
DNR orders." OOH DNR orders are tools that essentially protect the child
from "medical assault" in that they uphold the DNR decision in settings
other than an acute care unit. 6 The setting that is particularly salient for
the child is the school.
The state deems children incompetent, with a few exceptions, to par-
take in the establishment of an advance directive; therefore, parents often
8. MARY H.B. GELFMAN, Discrimination in School: §504, ADA, and Title IX, in Legal Issues in School
Health 335, 358 (Nadine Schwab & Mary H. Gelfman ed., 2005).
9. Lawrence W. Vemaglia, Annotation, Propriety of and liability related to, issuance or enforcement of
Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) Orders, 46 A.L.R.5th 793 (2009).
10. Vernaglia, supra note 9, at 793.
11. Gelfman, supra note 8, at 358.
12. John J. Paris & Gregory Webster, Back to the Future: Overcoming Reluctance to Honor-In School
DNAR Orders, 5 AM. J. OF BIOETHICs 67, 67 (2005); 42 U.S.C. §1395dd (1992).
13. Magrid B. Schindler et al, Outcome of out-of-hospital cardiac or respiratory arrest in children, 335
NEW ENG. J. OF MED. 1473, 1479 (1996).
14. Marcia Levetown, Ensuring That Difficult Decisions are Honored - Even in School Settings, 5 Am. J.
of Bioethics 78, 78 (2005).
15. Levetown, supra note 14, at 78.
16. Id.
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decide to create an OOH DNR order on behalf of their children. When
parents make this decision, they are confronted with a wide array of legal
and ethical issues. It is at this point in their children's illness when many
parents realize that although they might be the only ones legally able to
make this decision on behalf of their children, other entities, such as fed-
eral and state legislatures and school boards are also indirectly included in
this decision.
Advances in pediatric medicine have made it possible for children
with terminal illnesses to live longer and to even attend school. When
more children with severe medical problems survive, it is not surprising
that palliative care principles have encouraged parents to confront end-of-
life-issues in a proactive manner." Those who believe DNR orders should
be honored in the school setting argue that it should be done so based on a
duty to protect vulnerable children." This duty to protect is more specifi-
cally a duty to protect the child from unwarranted medical interventions.19
Instead of denying children the possibility of honoring DNR orders in
schools, the duty to protect children from painful and ineffective interven-
tions at the end of life should be recognized.20
Proponents of honoring DNR orders in the school setting also argue
medical autonomy, that "common law establishes the constitutional right
to make reasonable health-care decisions on behalf of their children, deci-
sions that may include physician-approved DNR orders for certain pediat-
ric patients with terminal illnesses."2' When a student has either signed or
had her surrogate sign the DNR order, it is an encroachment of her consti-
tutional rights to make her own decisions concerning her health.22
Performing CPR against the wishes of the child and the child's par-
ents, albeit well-intentioned, will only create suffering, an inevitable trip to
the emergency room or intensive care unit, and ultimately a lonely, ex-
tended, and technological death.23 The terminally ill child should not be
obligated to remain in the traditional medical setting simply to ensure that
his decision to forgo life-sustaining medical treatment is honored; this de-
cision should be honored wherever the child goes, including school.
17. Kathryn L. Weise, The Spectrum of Our Obligations: DNR in Public Schools, 5 AM. J. OF BIOETHICS
81,81(2005).
18. Weise, supra note 17, at 81.
19. Id.
20. Id
21. Michael Kimberly, Pediatric Do-Not-Attempt-Resuscitation Orders and Public Schools: A National
Assessment ofPolicies and Laws, 5 Am. J. of Bioethics 59, 61 (2005).
22. Kimberly, supra note 21, at 61.
23. Levetown, supra note 14, at 78.
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The arguments against honoring DNR orders in the school setting are
primarily focused on the problems that would arise should the law involve
schools in the health care decisions of a child, including end-of-life care.24
DNR orders are normally implemented in the healthcare environment, and
expecting school personnel to make split-second medical decisions that are
normally expected of medical professionals who have experience in this
kind of environment is not appropriate.
Another concern is the ambiguity of some DNR orders; more specifi-
cally, what treatment is allowed and what treatment is prohibited. For in-
stance, some DNR orders do not address choking or gurgling, or whether
treatment to ameliorate pain and other symptoms is proscribed.2 5 How
should a teacher respond when a terminally ill student who has a valid
DNR order chokes on his lunch or experiences some other kind of problem
unrelated to the child's illness that requires emergency medical attention?
FEDERAL STATUTE AND LEGAL PRINCIPLES AFFECTING
SCHOOL-BASED DNR DECISIONS
IDEA
Medically fragile children are given the opportunity to participate in
the educational process through the enactment of the Individuals with Dis-
abilities Education Act (IDEA). IDEA provides children the right to a
"free appropriate public education" in the "least restrictive environment"
appropriate to their unique needs.26 The statute defines "least restrictive
environment" as when: "to the maximum extent appropriate, children with
disabilities.. . are educated with children who are not disabled, and special
classes, separate schooling or other removal of children with disabilities
from the regular educational environment occurs only when the nature or
severity of the disability is such that education in regular classes with the
use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfacto-
rily."27
After IDEA was enacted, large populations of children with special
healthcare needs who were initially prevented from attending public
24. Christian J. Krautkramer, Pediatric Resuscitation: Questioning DNAR Legitimacy and Offering An
Alternative Decision-Making Model, 5 AM. J. OF BIOETHICS 86, 86 (2005).
25. Krautkramer, supra note 24, at 86.
26. The Medically Fragile Child, American Federation of Teachers, available at
http://www.eric.ed.gov:80/ERICDocs/data/ericdocs2sql/content storage 01/0000019b/80/45/d4/99.pdf
(last visited April 30, 2010).
27. 20 U.S.C. § 1412 (2005)
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schools were now entitled to a public school education.28 Since its passage
in 1975, IDEA has led to a profound increase in the number of young peo-
ple ages 3-21 enrolled in public schools and receiving special education
services. 29 In 1976-77, approximately 3.7 million children (or about 8% of
the total public school population) received services under IDEA.30 In
2006, the number of students enrolled has increased to 6.7 million, or 14%
of the total public school enrollment.'
It has been suggested by several authorities, including the Florida
State Department of Education, that that IDEA can be used to require
school districts to provide "related services" to honor DNR orders.32 The
DNR, Florida's Department of Education suggests, is one form of the
"unique need" that special education is meant to meet under IDEA."
§ 504 OF THE 1973 REHABILITATION ACT
When Congress passed the Rehabilitation Act in 1973, it banned dis-
crimination on the basis of disability and mandated access to federally
funded programs, including public schools, for people with disabilities.34
There are many overlaps between IDEA and §504 because those students
who are eligible for special education services under IDEA are a smaller
subset of all students who are eligible for those services under §504." The
most notable overlap between §504 and IDEA is that they both require
school districts to make an affirmative effort to identify children with dis-
abilities, to evaluate them, and to determine whether they are eligible for
individualized support services in school.36
Doctrine of Informed Consent and In Loco Parentis
The legal concept of informed consent is a doctrine that applies to all
physicians in every area of medicine." "Informed consent" is founded on
the principle that "every human being of adult years and sound mind has a
28. The Medically Fragile Child, American Federation of Teachers, available at
http://www.eric.ed.gov:80/ERICDocs/data/ericdocs2sql/content storage_01/0000019b/80/45/d4/99.pdf
(last visited April 30, 2010).
29. Id.
30. Id
31. Id.
32. Kimberly, supra note 21, at 61.
33. Id.
34. Mary H.B. Gelfman, supra note 8, at 335.
35. Id.
36. Id at 336.
37. Kurt Hartman & Bryan A. Liang, Exceptions to Informed Consent in Emergency Medicine, 35
HOSPITAL PHYSICIAN 53, 53 (1999).
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right to determine what shall be done with his own body."" This principle
is pervasive throughout all informed consent cases and even in situations
that call for emergency care and generally can only be ignored by legally
recognized exceptions.39 The exception to informed consent that directly
concerns the issue of DNR in the school setting is the medical emergency
of the minor patient.
An exception to the doctrine of informed consent applies when a
physician reasonably believes that disclosure to the patient would pose a
serious threat to the patient's well-being and is therefore not under a duty
of disclosure.40 This exception is especially applicable to emergency care
situations where the law understands that mechanically forcing the duty of
informed consent may be harmful to the patient's health and possibly the
patient's life.41 Therefore, the patient is presumed to have given his or her
consent in certain medical emergency situations. This rule also extends to
minors in the same way that it applies to adult patients, where the "physi-
cians are not held liable for treating a minor without parental consent when
an emergency exists and immediate injury or death could result from the
delay associated with attempting to obtain parental consent." 2
The common law doctrine of in loco parentis is founded in part on
the concept that parents have authority over their children.43 The school
then stands in place of the parents, (in loco parentis) who are private per-
sons.44 By standing in the place of the parent, the school is meant to share
the parent's concern for the welfare of the individual student and to exer-
cise the power in the same way as the parent. 4
In loco parentis is a doctrine that permeates the school setting by ex-
tending to situations that allow teachers to perform their duties as teachers
and to activities connected with the school program.46 Despite the doc-
trine's ability to essentially put the teacher in the parent's shoes, it is lim-
ited to situations regarding medical treatment. In loco parentis does not
give the school the authority to exercise judgment in the treatment of an
injury that the student suffers while under the care of a teacher employed
38. Schloendorffv. Society of N.Y Hosp., 211 N.Y. 125 (1914).
39. Hartman, supra note 31, at 53.
40. Hartman, supra note 31, at 54.
41. Id.
42. Hartman, supra note 31, at 53.
43. New Jersey v. TL.O., 469 U.S. 325 (1985).
44. Brief of Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondent at 32, New Jersey v. T.L.O., 1984 WL 565549 (U.S.
1984).
45. Id. at 36.
46. 79 Op. Att'y Gen. 244, 257 (1994).
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by the school.4 7 In reviewing this doctrine and applying it to the school
setting, courts have often held that medical treatment is not adequately re-
lated to the activities connected with the school curriculum and program."
Due to this lack connection between medical treatment and the school's
role in its academic curriculum, the law does not give teachers the ability
to attempt medical treatment on students.4 9 Therefore, courts essentially
leave the medical treatment of a minor student for the parents of the child
to decide and not the teacher or the school as a whole.
However, in emergency situations, the in loco parentis doctrine, in
combination with the doctrine of informed consent, allows the teacher to
make emergency medical decisions that are in the best interest of the stu-
dent because that is presumably what a parent would do. Consent to CPR
is generally implied under the emergency exception to the informed con-
sent doctrine.sIn situations where CPR is specifically requested to not be
administered, such as a DNR order that has been signed by the physician
and the parents, or in some cases, the minor patient himself, CPR should
be not be given." If the school acts contrary to the patient's request that is
explicitly listed in the DNR and the school does administer CPR, the
school could be at risk for battery and a range of other torts.52
Proponents of honoring the DNR in the school setting use the both
the doctrines of in loco parentis and informed consent to argue that school
officials have no legal foundation for substituting their medical judgment
for that of the parents and the child's physician." "The doctrine of in loco
parentis as applied to the medical treatment of children in schools is
analogous to the doctrine of informed consent, which prevents physicians
from substituting their judgment as to what is appropriate medical care for
that of their patients, or, in this case, of the parents."S4 When a teacher or
school nurse performs CPR on a child that has a DNR requesting that no
CPR be administered, that school official is improperly substituting his or
her own judgment for the judgment of both the parents and physicians.
The emergency medical treatment exception to informed consent is based
47. O'Brien v. Township High School District, 415 N.E.2d 1015, 1018 (Ill. 1980) (school officials not im-
mune from liability for alleged negligent medical treatment of student).
48. O'Brien, 415 N.E.2d at 1017.
49. Id.
50. Giles R. Scofield, A Lawyer Responds: A Student's Right to Forgo CPR. 2 KENNEDY INST. OF ETHICS
J., 4-ll (1992).
51. CAROL C. CONSTANTE, DNR In the School Setting: Determining Policy and Procedures, in Legal Is-
sues in School Health 419, 424 (Nadine Schwab & Mary H. Gelfman ed., 2005).
52. L. Beekman, Common Pitfalls When Responding to DNRs, 10 THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR 4 (1995).
53. 79 Op. Att'y Gen. 244, 260 (1994).
54. Collins v. Itoh, 503 P.2d 36, 40 (Mont.1972).
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on the principle that consent for the treatment is implicit; however, a DNR
order exists primarily to make consent, or in this case a refusal to consent,
explicit. 5 The Second Restatement of Torts §892 D comment (a) states
that "if the actor knows or has reason to know, because of past refusal of
consent in other circumstances, that consent would not be given, he is not
privileged to act." Accordingly, consent for CPR or any other life-
sustaining procedure listed in the DNR can never be assumed when there
is a valid DNR order available.
Case Law
Very few cases have ruled directly on the role of the DNR in the
school setting. In the Massachusetts case, ABC School v. Mr. and Mrs. M,
the parents of a severely physically and mentally handicapped child re-
quested that the public school she attended honor her DNR order." The
DNR order did not preclude some treatment but, because of the child's
medically fragile condition, the order sought to prevent the administration
of other potentially life-saving interventions such as CPR.5 ' The school
sought a declaratory and injunctive relief allowing it to refuse to honor the
order, arguing, in part, that the DNR order was at odds with its "preserva-
tion of life" policy.6 0 The minor's parents argued that refusing to honor
their daughter's DNR order violated her constitutional right to refuse
medical treatment."1 The court ordered the school to comply with the
DNR order and specifically denied the school's request that its personnel
be shielded from liability in the event that it violates the DNR order and
administers aid pursuant to the state law that declares "no teacher who, in
good faith, rendered emergency first aid shall be liable in a suit for dam-
ages as a result of his acts."62
In a similar case in Lewiston, Maine, the school district did not ac-
cept the DNR order for a severely handicapped student.63 The mother of a
twelve-year-old child requested that the school not perform chest compres-
sions in the event that she goes into cardiopulmonary arrest at school, a
55. 79 Op. Att'y Gen. 244, 260 (1994).
56. Restatement of Torts §892D cmt. A (1979).
57. 79 Op. Att'y Gen. 244, 260 (1994).
58. ABC School v. Mr. and Mrs. M, 1997 Mass. Super. LEXIS 34 (1997).
59. Angela Maynard Sewell & Kathy Balkman, DNR Orders and School Responsibility 1, 5 (2001) (un-
published paper, on file with the U.S. Department of Education).
60. ABC School, 1997 Mass. Super. LEXIS 43 at 1.
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Constante, supra note 51, at 421.
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risk that was related to her medical condition. The school board issued a
policy that teachers were not to follow a DNR order but rather must de-
velop an individually designed resuscitation plan (IRP) that must be used
in the event of an emergency.' The Office of Civil Rights held that the
IRP was nondiscriminatory when it considered four factors. First, the IRP
had been designed by a multidisciplinary team consisting of physicians,
nurses, and school administrators.65 Second, the IRP was based on expert
medical opinions and was properly documented.66 Third, it had a require-
ment for a second medical opinion." Finally, the IRP was valid for a lim-
ited amount of time and had to be reassessed periodically.68 In addition,
the Maine teachers' union specifically requested that the school be re-
leased from the obligation to honor a DNR order and was denied."
The Opinions of National Professional Organizations
Professional organizations that have an interest in the welfare of stu-
dents in any capacity have developed their own opinions on whether hon-
oring DNR orders in the school setting is appropriate. The National Edu-
cation Association (NEA) is the largest labor union in the country and
represents public school teachers; it holds the opinion that DNR orders
should be honored in the school setting on an individual basis.70 The NEA
recommends that requests to honor DNR orders be handled on a case-by-
case basis, specifically recommending that no request be granted until the
school district establishes a support "team" consisting of the child's par-
ents, teachers, physicians, school nurse, and school administrators.7 1
The National Association of School Nurses (NASN) holds the opin-
ion that DNR orders for medically fragile students must be examined on
an individual basis in accordance with state and local laws.72 The NASN
focuses its position on the requirement that each student with a DNR order
must have an Individualized Health Care Plan (IHCP) which, in some
states, may have to include a court order to honor the DNR order."
64. Id.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Sewell, supra note 59, at 5.
70. Appendix: NEA Policy on "Do Not Resuscitate Orders (1994), http://www.nea.org/home/20779.htm
(last visited April 30, 2010).
71. Id.
72. National Association of School Nurses, Position Statement: Do Not Resuscitate, (2004),
http://www.nasn.org/Default.aspx?tabid=217 (last visited April 30, 2010).
73. Id.
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The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) has created a list of rec-
ommendations and guidelines for parents of children who have a DNR or-
der in place.74 The AAP specifically supports the "withholding of non-
beneficial, life-sustaining medical treatment for children in accordance
with current medical, ethical, and legal standards."7 ' The AAP's stance on
DNR orders in the school setting, meaning that it supports a child who de-
cides, or whose parents decide, to continue education in school for as long
as is reasonable. This reasonableness test, the AAP understands, could in-
clude a DNR plan in school.76
LIABILITY ANALYSIS
Once a DNR is made valid, the next question is whether the school
has the legal obligation to honor it, and, in the event that it does, what the
legal repercussions are once a DNR has been executed. "It is one thing to
say that students do not shed their rights at the schoolhouse door, and
something else to determine how the right to refuse treatment fits into the
educational setting." The primary concern of the school district regard-
ing whether or not to honor a DNR is whether it will be held liable to the
student or the student's parents for failure to provide emergency medical
care, or to other students for allowing an occurrence that is emotionally
damaging to them." It is in the best interest of the school to act in accor-
dance with state law, and it is argued that state law generally ensures that
DNR orders, a legal document, be honored.
A district that responds to DNR orders on other than the legal level
hasn't checked state law or explored whether the order is in the best inter-
est of the child." The decision has already been made by way of the order.
. . and it is not for a doctor or school personnel to make medical interven-
tions inconsistent with the order."o
The liability of schools is an issue of state law and is subject to differ-
ing interpretations of the exceptions to civil immunity that many states
provide."' Under Peck v. Board of Education of City of Mount Vernon, a
school would not be held liable if timely medical attention would have
74. American Academy of Pediatrics, Do Not Resuscitate Orders in Schools, 105 Pediatrics 878 (2000).
75. Constante, supra note 51, at 420.
76. Id.
77. Scofield, supra note 50, at 7.
78. Id.
79. Constante, supra note 51, at 420.
80. Id.
81. Scofield, supra note 50, at 7.
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been futile.82 A school does not violate whatever duty it has to protect its
students when it does not provide CPR to someone with a valid DNR or-
der."
The school district must also be weary of the fact that when it takes
on the responsibility to provide medical care, in the way of issuing CPR, it
must do so competently.84 When considering the liability the school may
have to a child who was not resuscitated, the state must balance the possi-
bility for a claim against the school for compensatory and punitive dam-
ages." This claim would also come from the child; however, instead of su-
ing the school for administering a form of resuscitation, the child could sue
for attempting to revive him against his wishes." In the event that the
school does administer CPR against the express wishes in the DNR order,
the school would not be protected by good Samaritan laws."
In Czaplick v Gooding, the court ruled that a principal can be held li-
able for not calling an ambulance and for failing to render adequate first
aid to the child in need of emergency care." In Barth v. Board of Educa-
tion, City of Chicago, school officials were held liable for failing to take a
student to the hospital after the student's parent instructed the school to do
so. 89
Another source of liability for the school when a DNR order is hon-
ored stems from the concern for the possibility of inflicting emotional
harm on the other students.o The intentional infliction of emotional dis-
tress claim would essentially be borne from the exercise of one student's
lawful right.9' The act of witnessing a student undergo cardiopulmonary
arrest can be traumatic enough for other students, but adding the possibil-
ity that the school personnel, people normally expected to help, would not
engage in CPR or other life sustaining efforts could rise to the level of out-
rageous conduct and hence leave the school vulnerable to a lawsuit.
It is for these reasons that the school district must have more than a
hypothetical list of guidelines from ambiguous policies. The more specific
rules that the school district and its personnel have, the better the district
can serve the unique needs of the student instead of being preoccupied by
82. Peck v. Board of Ed. of City of Mount Vernon, 35 App. Div.2d 978, 978 (N.Y. App. Div. 1970).
83. Scofield, supra note 50, at 7.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Czaplinki v. Gooding Joint School Dist., 775 P.2d 640, 646 (Idaho 1989).
89. Barth by Barth v. Board of Educ. of City of Chicago, 490 N.E.2d 77, 84 (111. App. Ct. 1986).
90. Scofield, supra note 50, at 8.
91. Id.
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the possibility of litigation. Unfortunately, this is not often the case. In
reality, the school districts throughout the United States are bombarded
with conflicting policies and laws and this is neither efficient nor effective
when confronting the unique issue of a DNR order in the school setting.
Contradictions Between State Laws and School District Policies
An unprecedented study that assessed eighty public school districts in
the United States' fifty largest cities revealed that most school districts
(about 80%) did not have any policies, regulations, or protocols for dealing
with students with existing out of hospital DNR orders.92 In addition, most
school districts (76%) either would not honor a DNR order that a child had
or were unsure if they even could honor it.93 The six cities that do allow
school personnel to honor DNR orders are those in Boston MA, Cheyenne
WY, Grand Rapids MI, Jefferson County KY, Palm Beach County FL, and
Washington DC.94
Seventeen states and DC supply statutory authorization of advance
health care decisions for children, while the remaining 34 states only pro-
vide this type of authorization for adults.95 However, it is important to
note that of these 18 jurisdictions, only 5 have laws that expressly provide
legal protection against criminal or civil liability to school personnel who
do not attempt resuscitation and therefore honor the student's DNR order.
In the entire country, including DC, only 16 states and DC have legal pro-
tection for school personnel who honor a DNR order in school.96 Of the 19
school districts that state that they would honor a DNR order, 13 of those
districts are located within a state that lacks laws to protect school person-
nel from criminal or civil liability honoring the DNR order." In the alter-
native, of the 61 districts reporting that they would not honor a DNR order
that a student has, 18 are located in states that have laws that would give
school personnel liability protection.98
Although Illinois lacks a clearly established policy on DNR orders
within the school setting, other states have varied case law concerning the
role of schools in the implementation of DNR orders, and court rulings are
sparse. Statutory law among the other 49 states and DC is also deficient
and, with a few exceptions, most State Attorneys General have yet to take
92. Kimberly, supra note 21, at 59.
93. Id
94. Kimberly, supra note 21, at 60.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. Id.
98. Id
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positions.99 This lack of clarity leaves open the very real possibility of fu-
ture legal questions, ranging from implementation of the DNR to liability
issues with which the school may be confronted.
In 1994, Maryland became one of the few states whose Attorney
General has explicitly addressed the implementation of DNR orders in the
school setting.'oo Its Attorney General stated that school officials may not
perform emergency procedures on a terminally ill child that are contrary to
the parents' decision and the physician's order."0 ' The policy statement
also specifically notes that the only action the school should take when a
child with a valid DNR order suffers cardiopulmonary arrest is to provide
comfort and reassurance.'02 Maryland rebuts the opponents of implement-
ing DNR orders in schools, who argue that not performing life-sustaining
treatment is in effect doing nothing. In other words, schools are not pro-
hibited from calling emergency medical services such as 911 because the
act of calling is not considered a "medical treatment."'
Iowa's Attorney General holds a contrasting opinion as to whether
the school has a duty to comply with a DNR order that a student has cre-
ated with his or her parents and the physician.'" The policy of Iowa is that
the school is not required to honor a DNR order because Iowa state law
does not consider a school a licensed health care provider. '0 The Attor-
ney General advises the school to seek a court order before it agrees to re-
frain from calling medical services or performing first aid to a terminally
ill student.'0o
Furthermore, school districts within certain states have attempted to
answer the DNR order in the school question by referencing already estab-
lished statutes that address DNR orders generally.' In Delaware, a statute
states that "health care decisions shall mean a decision made by an indi-
vidual or the individual's agent, surrogate, or guardian regarding the indi-
vidual's health care including do not resuscitate orders."'" The inference
is that schools must comply with DNR orders.'09
California defines a DNR order as a "written document signed by the
99. Sewell, supra note 59, at 5.
100. Id.
101. 79 Op. Att'y Gen. 244 (1994).
102. Id.
103. Constante, supra note 51, at 422.
104. Iowa Attorney General. (Opinion of the Attorney General, no. 88-3-3[L]) (March 10, 1988)
105. Iowa Attorney General. (Opinion of the Attorney General, no. 88-3-3[L]) (March 10, 1988)
106. Constante, supra note 51, at 422.
107. DEL. CODE ANN. 16 §225 (2010).
108. DEL. CODE ANN. 16 §225 (2010).
109. Constante, supra note 51, at 422.
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individual, or a legally recognized surrogate health care decision maker,
and a physician."no Like most health care statutes, a specific definition is
given for a "health care provider," but the statute does not state whether or
not this definition includes school nurses who are not engaged as emer-
gency response employees."' School nurses are generally considered
emergency response employees, and thus would not be expected to comply
with a DNR order."12
A PLAN FOR ILLINOIS
Illinois is not immune to the problem of addressing DNR orders in
the school setting. The state as a whole does not have specific statutes or
case law that directly addresses DNR orders in the public school setting;
however, several school districts within the state have established policies
regarding this sensitive issue. A few of these school districts have based
their policies on their own interpretation of Illinois' common law and
statutory law that concerns advance directives in general. Before one can
decide how Illinois should confront the issue of whether to honor a DNR
order in the public school setting, one must understand general advance
directive law and policy; more specifically, DNR orders as applied to
adults in the hospital setting.
Illinois does not recognize a claim for "wrongful life." This means
that a patient whose valid DNR order is disregarded by a health care pro-
vider cannot sue the health care provider for wrongfully maintaining his
life. Illinois courts have held that a "wrongful life" suit is against the pub-
lic policy of the state to preserve life. However, Illinois does recognize
that unwanted life-saving treatment should not go unpunished."' In
Anderson v. St. Francis-St. George Hospital, the court held that a hospital
could not be found liable for its violation of a DNR order, notwithstanding
the fact that after the patient was resuscitated, he experienced a stroke
which left him paralyzed for life." 4 However, the court did recognize that
recovery for violation of a DNR order might exist under some circum-
stances, such as a tort action." 5 Other consequences for violating a valid
DNR order that Illinois common law has established are damages arising
from any battery inflicted upon the patient, in addition to appropriate li-
110. CAL. PROB. CODE § 4763 (2000).
111. Sewell, supra note 59, at 9.
112. Id.
113. Supra note 5.
114. Anderson v. St. Francis-St.George Hosp., 671 N.E.2d 225 (Ohio 1996).
115. Anderson, 671 N.E.2d at 225.
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censing sanctions against the medical professionals.'16 Generally, the
damages that the patient may collect must be based strictly upon negli-
gence or battery theories, "rather than upon a theory which considered the
extent of suffering beyond that which would normally have occurred if
therapy had not been initiated."'
Moreover, Illinois statutory law also addresses the legal repercus-
sions for a health care professional who, in good faith, complies with a
DNR order made in accordance with the Health Care Surrogate Act."'
The health care professional or health care provider "will not be held sub-
ject to any criminal or civil liability, except for willful and wanton mis-
conduct, and may not be found to have committed an act of unprofessional
conduct.""'
However, the fact remains that Illinois policy is silent on DNR orders
in the school setting. It is evident from other states and jurisdictions that
few districts have developed a succinct policy on in-school DNR orders,
and because medically fragile students will always attend public schools,
this problem needs to be addressed immediately. The few school districts
that have attempted to do what the state has yet to do have each created
conflicting policies. Chicago Public Schools' policy is that, barring a
court order, school personnel must ignore a DNR order and do everything
possible to save a child's life.'20 Similarly, Lee County does not generally
honor DNR orders in the school setting; however, parents can seek an ex-
ception under which they must raise the issue within student's individual-
ized education program team, a team associated with IDEA. 2' The team
would then make an individualized determination regarding the emergency
medical treatment needs of the student.'22 Community Consolidated
School District 93, which includes Hanover Park and Bloomingdale, con-
siders DNR on a case-by-case basis.'23 The District states that a student
seeking a DNR order must submit an Illinois Department of Public Health
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. 22 Ill. Prac., The Law of Medical Practice in Illinois §32:7 (2009) (Health Care Surrogate Act grants a
surrogate the authority to execute a DNR Order Form for patients who lack decision making capacity with-
out requiring the presence of a qualifying condition). 22 ILPRAC §32:7
119. 755 ILCS 40/65 (2010).
120. Jeff Long, Schools Ponder Role As Child Nears Death Kids' Do Not Resuscitate Orders Prompt De-
bate, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, December 9, 2007.
121. Lee County Special Education Association, Administrative Procedure for Do Not Resuscitate Orders,
http://www.amboy.net/boardjpolicy/dnrpolicy.pdf (last visited April 30, 2010).
122. Lee County Special Education Association, Administrative Procedure for Do Not Resuscitate Orders,
http://www.amboy.net/boardpolicy/dnrpolicy.pdf (last visited April 30, 2010).
123. Community Consolidated School District 93, Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) Orders, March 23,
2008,http://www.d93.dupage.kl 2.il.us/education. (last visited April 30, 2010).
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Uniform DNR Advance Direct form, signed by a parent and an Illinois li-
censed physician, and then the district will develop an individualized
health plan with other school personnel. 124 If the student is receiving spe-
cial education services pursuant to IDEA of §504 of the Rehabilitation
Act, the IEP team will be involved in the development of the IHP.125
The inconsistencies among laws that allow for a DNR order outside
the hospital have led to confusion among the school district administrative
staff. Their understanding of the laws that are applicable to OOH DNR
orders is significant because the school district administrative staff is re-
sponsible for the development and execution of school district policy and
procedure: more specifically, the policies and procedures relating to DNR
orders in the school setting. 126
Unfortunately, it appears that the only time school districts in Illinois,
and essentially in the entire country, develop DNR order policies are when
they are immediately faced with parents of a child who request that their
child's DNR order be honored. This is hardly the best way to develop a
DNR policy that not only takes the child's medical interests into account
but also considers the other parties who are involved in the decision of
whether to honor a DNR order in the school setting: the school nurse, the
teachers, The interests of the other students should be taken into account,
as well.
The role of the school nurse is significant in coordinating care for
terminally ill students in the school setting. Treatment that school nurses
normally administer includes suctioning tracheotomies, urinary catheteri-
zation, monitoring ventilator settings, and administering psychotropic
medication.'27 School nurses are not simply a section of people who can
be harmed when DNR orders are honored in the school setting; they are
the initial assessors of the student's condition and maintenance of her
DNR order record. 128 Nurses should be the first ones to decide whether a
child is simply choking or experiencing cardiac or respiratory arrest, which
teachers or other school personnel cannot easily or accurately assess.'29
Since teachers are the individuals who have the most exposure to the
terminally ill child with an active DNR order, their interests and concerns
124. Id.
125. Id.
126. Martha Hone-Warren, supra note 4, at 99.
127. Bergren, M. D. 2004 Testimony on HIPAA and FERPA in Schools Representing the National Asso-
ciation of School Nurses, before the National Committee on Vital Health Statistics Subcommittee on Pri-
vacy and Confidentiality. 19 February, Available at http://www.nasn.org/resources/hiptestberma.pdf
128. Gladys White, Nurses at the Helm, 5 AM. J. OF BIOETHICS 83 (2005).
129. White, supra note 128, at 83.
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about honoring the order should be addressed. Teachers who have a moral
objection to being required to honor the DNR often have an opt-out option,
the same as health care providers do in traditional health care facilities
where those with an objection to a DNR order can be transferred from the
direct care of that specific patient.1o Here, teachers have the responsibility
to inform school administrators of their moral objection and, consequently,
that child would most likely be transferred to another classroom and
placed under the care of a teacher who does not share that moral objection
and can carry out the DNR order."'
The interests of the other school children should be addressed, as
well. Understandably, witnessing another student go into cardiac or respi-
ratory arrest can be traumatizing. Combine that with the fact that, while
cooperating with a DNR order, their teachers appear to be doing "noth-
ing," and the experience can be extremely damaging to other students. In
reality, the teacher would not be doing "nothing." Rather, she would be
providing comfort and care by touching the child, wiping her brow, hold-
ing her hands, and other things that convey care.132 This interest can easily
be addressed by effective communication between all parties involved to
create a plan to make the carrying out of the DNR order as smooth as pos-
sible. For instance, in Katie's situation, her parents created an individual-
ized health plan in the event that she go into cardiac or respiratory arrest.
After Katie's parents and the paramedics were called, Katie would be
moved to the nurse's office to be shielded from other children. A solution
as simple as moving the child's body can protect other children from an
inevitable, yet potentially traumatizing, part of life.
Moreover, those who make the argument that the possibility of wit-
nessing school personnel allowing a peer die at school is too damaging for
the other children fail to recognize that most terminally ill children do not
die at school because when they near death, their energy levels are so low
that they would stop attending school.'3 3 Supporters of honoring the DNR
order at school state that the OOH DNR is merely an "insurance policy"
against unwanted and non-beneficial interventions to be used in the rare
time a child would die at school.134 Death is an unavoidable part of life,
and every year, healthy children die at school as result of athletic injuries,
accidents, or violence. The notion that there will be incredible emotional
backlash from honoring an OOH DNR is misguided: "school personnel
130. Teresa S. Savage, DNAR in Schools: Questions and Concerns, 5 AM. J. OF BIOETHICS 72 (2005).
131. Savage, supra note 130, at 73.
132. Douglas D. Diekerna, DNAR in Schools: Watch Your Language!, 5 AM. J. OF BIOETHICS 76 (2005).
133. Leveton, supra note 14, at 79.
134. Id.
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and students are not the ones implementing the order, they are the ones in-
forming the well-trained EMS personnel of the child's baseline health
status and the parents' decisions regarding beneficial care."' 35 Allowing a
child to die naturally at school can be a non-traumatic experience if there
is effective communication between the family, school officials, the health
care team, and EMS personnel. 36
When the parents of a terminally ill child make the difficult decision
to sign a DNR order on behalf of their child, it is equally important for
them to involve the student in an Individualized Health Care Plan (IHCP)
and Emergency Plan that can be developed with the school nurse and then
discussed with all the parties that the child's DNR order affects - the par-
ents, administrators, physicians, and teachers.'3 7 The IHCP plan can ad-
dress the interests of the teachers, nurses, and the other students.
Illinois must formulate a state-wide plan that can be universally ap-
plied to address the combined interests of the teachers, nurses, other stu-
dents, and most importantly, the terminally ill child. Almost equally im-
portant in creating this plan is including within it liability protection. The
first thought of a teacher or nurse who must ignore their natural instinct to
resuscitate the child should not be whether they could be held liable for
abiding by the law. Although it is possible that the DNR order may be
executed incorrectly or not at all, it is a risk that the school must be willing
to take because denying the child the right to die without medical interven-
tion is a far greater interest. Illinois must create a plan to protect all school
personnel from liability when they honor the DNR order. Families, like
Katie's family, should only be concerned with spending time with their
terminally ill child and not whether their child's valid DNR order would
be honored when they step through the doors of the schoolhouse.
135. Id.
136. Id.
137. White, supra note 128, at 83.
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